STUDIO 91
CONE RESIDENCE HALL

A community of students who share a common passion for the arts
Studio 91 in Cone offers amazing amenities:

- A new wing of practice rooms for music and theater
- The music composition computer lab
- A drawing lounge
- A small dance practice room with a sprung floor and mirrors

WHY STUDIO 91—THE ARTS-BASED LIVING COMMUNITY?

- It’s conveniently located near other first year residence halls and the Music Building.
- Many members are majors or minors in arts fields, but we welcome students from every other major!
- Most importantly, gain the opportunity, support, and experience you’ll need to flourish at UNCG while you increase your appreciation for the arts.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

ALICIA G. DUGAS, RECRUITMENT OFFICER
COLLEGE OF VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS
ARGILBER@UNCG.EDU | 336.334.5581

In collaboration with the College of Visual and Performing Arts (CVPA).